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The Proposal 

3.5 | Site Edges 

1 - Proposed Ontario Line Elevated Guideway 

The elevated guideway of the future Ontario Line along Don Mills Road 

should be buffered through a more solid building mass on both the east and 

west sites. The building face should act as a welcoming face to the site while 

being carefully articulated to mitigate noise and vibration through thoughtful 

building envelope strategies. 

2 - Eglinton Avenue East 

The width of the redeveloped Eglinton Avenue arterial road should be 

responded to with a continuous podium condition that eases the scale 

transition from the street to the towers above. The base buildings should be 

broken into smaller massing to avoid an overly long building face, while active 

programming should be provided along the base. 

3 - Low-Rise Neighbourhood 

The low-rise neighbourhoods to the east should be complemented by 

a scaled down base building of 2 stories, while the public park offers a 

connective open space to mitigate the density shift. 

4 - New Local Street 

The newly proposed streetscape to the south will offer a finer grain, 

residential character to the public realm and be designed with traffic-calming 

measures. 

1 
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3.6 | Service + Access 

1| The Mid-Block Path should serve as a combined service and vehicle access 

lane that consolidates access doors along the east and west building faces to 

avoid these doors fronting onto the main south building facade. 

2| The service lane should be provided with a consistent hardscape surface 

treatment that is shared with the mid-block path. To ensure pedestrian 

safety, bollards and surface grading should also be considered to contribute 

to visibility between service activity and pedestrian activity. 

3| Provide and integrate structured loading and parking vehicle access to the 

blocks within the building mass. The entrances to the underground parking 

and loading services should be recessed from the main facade and consider 

the use of canopies or overhangs above to reduce its visual impact to the 

adjacent public realm. 

4| Ensure pedestrian safety through wide continuous sidewalks around the 

periphery of the site and consolidation of vehicular activity to the service 

lane. 

5| To alleviate a potential conflict between proposed daycare and resident 

vehicular traffic, a well landscaped drop-off and pick-up lay-by off of Street C 

should be accommodated. The public open space in front of the residential 

lobby and the entrance to the daycare should be designed with high quality 

pedestrian amenities such as decorative paving, lighting, benches, trees, soft 

landscaping, and a canopied frontage. 

SIGNALIZED 
INTERSECTION 

PROPOSED NEW 
SIGNALIZED 

INTERSECTION 

REQUIRED CONNECTION TO 
EXISTING MID-BLOCK PATH 

TO THE SOUTH 

5 
5 
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   3.7 | Wind Mitigation 

1| Provide denser tree planting at the northern edges of the mid-block path 

and the public park to protect from down winds and horizontal winds. 

2| Where wind mitigation is required, corners of the podium or tower 

massing should be considered as a rounded shape to mitigate downward 

wind forces, among other modifications to building massing to reduce wind 

impact on public realm. 

3| Rooftop amenity spaces that are more prone to down winds should 

provide a periphery screen and/or pergola to control an environment meant 

for sitting and standing. 

4| Preference should be given to locating outdoor amenity spaces in 

locations where wind mitigation is not required or can be reduced by 

amendments to massing. Where mitigation is unavoidable, rooftop amenity 

spaces on higher podium levels should be provided with canopies and other 

landscape built-form elements such as pergolas to help mitigate challenging 

wind conditions. 

5| Consider covered porches or canopies at key entry locations where 

horizontal and down winds are more prominent. 

6| In general, entrances at corners should be placed at least 5m away from 

the corner edge. 
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The Proposal 

3.8 | Perspectives 

A 

B 
View | From North-East across Eglinton Avenue E View | (A) Mid-Block Path from North (B) Block 2 entry from South 
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The Proposal 

3.8 | Perspectives 

A 

B 
View | From South-West, beneath Proposed Ontario Line Guideway View | (A) Public Park looking West  (B) View from Don Mills Rd 
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Landscape Approach 

4.1 | Guiding Principles 

The Don Mills Crossing Secondary Plan (OPA 404), establishes the 

overarching Vision, Guiding Principles and Structure Plan for the 

development of the area centered around the intersection of Don 

Mills Road and Eglinton Avenue East; this includes both the 770 

and 805 Don Mills Road sites. 

The Secondary Plan Vision describes the emergence of a distinct 

and complete community; one that celebrates natural heritage and 

builds on the area’s tradition of cultural and technological innova-

tion.  It further describes a community that, in the fullness of time, 

will evolve to include a full range of mobility options integrated into 

a well-designed public realm that supports civic life, intensification, 

and opportunities to connect the new community with the places 

and people in the surrounding areas.  As such, development shall 

promote built forms that are well-designed, encourage a sense of 

place, and provide for public spaces that are of high quality, safe, 

accessible, attractive and vibrant. 

Intrinsic to the Vision are a number of guiding principles that pro-

vide direction for the planning and design of the built environment. 

These, as they relate to the 770 and 805 Don Mills sites, include the 

following: 

• Ensuring a comfortable and positive pedestrian experience;

• Providing opportunities for people to both actively engage with

and passively enjoy the ravine and its natural heritage;

• Creating new trail connections and views into the valley to

integrate the ravine with the community and provide for the

protection and enhancement of the natural areas;

• Using the natural systems to inform and integrate landscape

treatments in both the public realm and private development

sites; and,

• Building resiliency by capturing and treating stormwater, in-

creasing biodiversity, creating new habitat or being a source

for low-carbon energy.

These guiding principles provide the foundation on which the 

conceptual landscape plans for 805 Don Mills Road have been 

developed.  On the next several pages, these  plans are described / 

illustrated. 
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Landscape Approach 

4.2 | Landscape Zones 

The conceptual landscape plan for 805 Don Mills Road builds on 

the Vision and intent of the Don Mills Crossing Secondary Plan and 

seeks to create a better neighbourhood - one that draws design 

inspiration from the surrounding natural environment and seam-

lessly marries building forms with landscaped spaces to create a 

connected, continuous and animated system of public, private and 

privately-owned public spaces. The landscape zones that make up 

the public realm include: 

1. New Street ‘C’

2. Eglinton Avenue Street Zone

3. Don Mills Road Street Zone

4. Local Park

5. Mid-Block Connection

2 

3 ab 5 

1 
a 

b 

4 
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Landscape Approach 

4.2.1 | New Street C 

Street C is planned local street with an 18.5m right-of-way and side-

walks on both sides. 

Street C should be designed to have a consistent streetscape 

treatment, including lighting, paving and street furniture as well as 

high-branching deciduous canopy trees planted in the landscaped 

boulevard, where adequate space allows. Where opportunity for 

street tree planting is constrained due to the location of laybys, 

shade trees should be accommodated along the sidewalk in the 

building setback. 

Planting / boulevard areas with soil volumes restricted by paving 

or other hardscaping should incorporate site specific strategies to 

create connected soil volumes, such as suspended pavement over 

non-compacted soil, structural soils and root paths. Suspended 

pavements can be supported by modular systems (“soil cells”), or 

custom details such as precast concrete pavement supported by 

concrete piers. Soil cells and other suspended soil systems should 

be reviewed and stamped by a professional engineer. 

Although Street C is a relatively short street where traffic speeds 

will be limited, the adjacent existing and future uses (including 

community uses and childcare facility in addition to residential 

uses) will contribute to an activate pedestrian realm.  As such, 

traffic calming measures are encouraged, particularly at the mid-

block connection extending across to the south side of Street C. 

a-a Typical Urban Section - 2 Lanes with Pick-Up / Drop-Of

b-b Typical Urban Section - 2 Lanes with Pick-Up / Drop-Of
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Landscape Approach 

4.2.2 | Eglinton Avenue East 

The Eglinton Avenue streetscape is planned to become a pedes-

trian-oriented environment that includes large canopy street trees, 

special pavements, site furniture, pedestrian lighting and plantings. 

The development of the 805 Don Mills Road site will provide a built 

form edge along this streetscape and opportunities for at-grade 

uses that contribute to the animation of the public realm.  

The landscape concept proposes a coordinated  treatment from 

the proposed building face to the curb that includes paving and 

planting and other street furnishings such as seating and short- Seating / planting combined to create shaded seating areas Curvilinear planter seat walls to shape space 

term bicycle parking. The overall streetscape design should be 

coherent with the streetscape on the north side of Eglinton Avenue 

East. 
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Landscape Approach 

4.2.3 | Don Mills Road 
The planned elevated guideway for the Ontario Line runs along the 

Don Mills Road frontage of the 805 Don Mills Road development 

site.  The landscape treatment along this frontage will aim to en-

hance pedestrian flow as well as complement the community uses 

located within the ground floor of the proposed building.  Design 

will be coordinated with Metrolinx to ensure that appropriate ac-

cess, circulation and setbacks area provided. 

A few key elements to consider include: 

• Coordinated pavement treatments across Metrolinx and the 805 Don

Mills Road site.

• Planted areas / planters designed to enhance circulation while also

‘softening’ the edge of the guideway.

• The organization and design of landscape elements should enhance

comfort and safety for pedestrians by ensuring unobstructed views of

public spaces, in particular, where dense planting or hard landscape

elements are needed to reduce wind impacts.

• Opportunities for green infrastructure integrated as part of the land-

scape.

• Canopy trees and plantings, where space permits and subject to Metro-

linx guidelines for landscaping adjacent to the Ontario Line.

• Consistent / coordinated family of street furnishings.

• Seating, short-term bicycle parking and Bike Share facilities.

• Minimal maintenance requirements for hard and soft landscaping.

• Streetscaping in this area shall consider the 9m storm sewer easement

and needs to be coordinated with Toronto Water and Engineering Con-

struction Services.

Paving designs to delineate space 

Canopy trees that meander through the space 

Curvilinear planter seat walls to shape space 
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Landscape Approach 

4.2.4 | Local Park 

As identified in the Secondary Plan, a future local park is to be lo-

cated at the easternmost portion of the site, adjacent to the future 

childcare facility and surrounded on three sides by public streets 

(Eglinton Avenue East, re-aligned Ferrand Drive, new Street C). In 

addition to the potential for public art, the park should be designed 

with consideration for the following: 

• A central open green space to accommodate opportunities for

recreation.

• Walkway connections to the surrounding sidewalks.
Special paving that extends to adjacent areas and animates 
the space• Planted areas to partially screen the childcare space.

*Final design and programming of the park will be by Parks, Forestry

and Recreation.

Curvilinear planting areas to define space / walkways 
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Landscape Approach 

4.2.5 | Mid-Block Path - Publicly Accessible Open Space 
As identified in the Secondary Plan, these connections shall be 

publicly accessible open spaces that serve as pedestrian walkways 

through development blocks. 

A north-south mid-block connection is proposed to facilitate ped-

estrian linkage from Eglinton Avenue East at the north, to Sonic 

Way at the south. 

Design of the connection shall consider: 

• Seamless / continuous enhanced pavement across pedestrian

and vehicular routes.

• Landscaped spaces for seating / gathering.

• Raised planting areas to define space, enhance circulation

routes and provide screening of loading areas.

• Signage, lighting and landscape elements that enhance pedes-

trian safety.

• Sight lines and visibility for both vehicles and pedestrians.

Shaded seating areas and low plantings that define circulation Seamless / continuous pavement and seating areas 
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Landscape Approach 

4.3 | Planting + Soil Strategy 

The development of the site presents an opportunity to implement 
the City’s Strategic Forest Management Plan by expanding the 
urban canopy cover and to promote a greener community whose 
public realm is defined by its natural character. This approach 
should be considered in the detailed design and implementation of 
the streets, parks and other open spaces throughout the site and 
be based on an ecological, context responsive approach to planting 
species that considers: 

• Species diversity and resilience;

• Canopy form and cover;

• Pollution, salt and drought tolerance;

A sample of the tree species that may be appropriate for this site 
are included here, however, for a full list of recommended species, 
refer to the City of Toronto Tree Guide. 

LARGE CANOPY TREES 

SMALL TREES / LARGE SHRUBS 

Eastern Redbud Grey Dogwood 

Witchazel American Hornbeam 

DED American Elm Kentucky Cofee Tree Northern Catalpa Red Maple Red Oak 

An important factor in ensuring the long-term success on any new 
trees,  the City’s minimum standards for soil volumes shall be 
achieved. 

The Conceptual Soil Volume Plan included in the Appendix identi-
fies suggested areas of planting within the site and the proposed 
new streets.  In addition, the potential soil volumes for these areas 
have been estimated using the City’s Toronto Green Standards Ver-
sion 3.0, Template for calculating and identifying the Soil Volumes 
for Tree Planting, including projected volumes for each area and for 
the development as a whole. 

In subsequent stages of detailed design and approvals, the follow-
ing should be considered: 

• Planting areas above any below ground structures will be con-
tained within raised planters that are no higher than 500mm
from finished grade, in order to accommodate opportunities
for seating.

• Plant smaller form trees in raised planter areas.

• All new streets should be planted with large canopy trees.
Planting areas with soil volumes restricted by paving or other
hardscaping should incorporate site specific strategies to
create connected soil volumes, such as suspended pavement
over non-compacted soil, structural soils and root paths. Sus-
pended pavements can be supported by modular systems
(“soil cells”), or custom details such as precast concrete pave-
ment supported by concrete piers. Soil cells and other sus-
pended soil systems should be reviewed and stamped by a
professional engineer.

• Typically, consolidated planting areas are preferred as they
provide more resources to trees than individual tree pits.
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Landscape Approach 

4.3.1 | Conceptual Soil Volume Plan 



    5 | Appendix 
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Typical Podium Floor Plan 
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Typical Tower Floor Plan 
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Typical Parking Level Plan 
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South Elevation 
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North Elevation 
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East-West Site Section 
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North-South Site Sections 
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	1 | Background + Context 
	1.1 | Background 
	The purpose of this document is to support city-initiated zoning by-law amendments and Draft Plans of Subdivision for the sites at 770 and 805 Don Mills Road. The Design Brief is intended to guide future development by illustrating key design considerations and principles developed alongside CreateTO, the City of Toronto, the local Councillor, and local community stakeholders. While this Design Brief focuses on 805 Don Mills Road, consideration to 770 Don Mills Road is given where appropriate. 
	Policy Framework 
	The lands at 770 and 805 Don Mills Road are governed by several policy documents. They include, but are not limited to; 
	-
	-
	-
	City of Toronto Zoning By-law 569-2013

	-
	-
	Former City of Toronto Municipal Zoning By-law 438-86

	-
	-
	Don Mills Crossing Secondary Plan

	-
	-
	Don Mills Crossing Mobility Planning Study

	-
	-
	Tall Building Design Guidelines

	-
	-
	Growing Up Urban Design Guidelines

	-
	-
	Toronto Green Standard Version 3


	Commenting Authorities include, but are not limited to; 
	-
	-
	-
	Metrolinx

	-
	-
	Toronto Region Conservation Authority (TRCA)


	Housing Now Initiative 
	Housing Now is a city-building initiative which utilizes City-owned lands to deliver affordable housing within inclusive, complete communities. Initiated by City Council in December 2018, the Housing Now program is intended to accelerate the development of affordable housing and mixed-income, mixed-use, transit-oriented communities. The program includes the delivery of a mix of rental and ownership housing options to serve Toronto residents, including new affordable rental homes which will remain affordable
	1.
	1.
	1.
	Develop the properties to achieve the highest possible publicbenefits.

	2.
	2.
	Optimize the development of market and affordable rentalhousing with a mix of unit types and sizes.
	•
	•
	•
	At least 20% of all units will meet or exceed accessibilitystandards.




	3.
	3.
	Create homes affordable for a diverse range of incomes,including deeply affordable homes.
	•
	•
	•
	Average rents across all affordable units in each site will notexceed 80% of the average market rent for the City of Toronto.

	•
	•
	A minimum of 10% of all units will be deeply affordable, rentedat 40% of average market rent.




	4.
	4.
	Appropriately address and accommodate existing City uses andother operations on the 11 sites.

	5.
	5.
	Retain public ownership of the properties, including prioritizinglong-term land leases.
	•
	•
	•
	Affordability will be secured for new affordable rental units for99 years. 




	6.
	6.
	Engage City Councillors and local communities in the planningand developing of each property.


	Project Goals 
	The following City-building imperatives inform the development proposals: 
	-
	-
	-
	Provide new Public Streets in accordance with the Secondary Planand Mobility Planning Study.

	-
	-
	Provide new Public Parks and pedestrian connectivity as outlined inthe Secondary Plan.

	-
	-
	Integrate transit expansion projects underway in the vicinity,including the Eglinton Crosstown LRT, and the Ontario Line elevatedguideway.

	-
	-
	Provide a range of uses in addition to housing, including Retail,Daycare, and Community spaces.

	-
	-
	Provide approximately 560 rental housing units, 50% of which willbe affordable rental.

	-
	-
	Provide approximately 280 market ownership units, not to exceed1/3 of the total unit count on site.


	1.2 | Context 
	Site Context: 
	Municipally known as 805 Don Mills Road, the subject site is bounded by Eglinton Avenue E to the north, Don Mills Road to the west, the Ontario Science Centre to the west, high density residential developments to the south, and a low rise neighbourhood to the east. The site is currently seen as a node for intensification given the new Eglinton LRT station to the west of the site, as well as the future Ontario Line station directly to the north. The infrastructure developments of Eglinton Avenue and Don Mill
	Within the City’s Official Plan, the site is designated for Mixed Use. In keeping with the Official Plan, this site is proposed to be developed as a high-density, mixed use community with improvements to public realm. 
	1.3 | Transit + New Streets + Mobility 
	There are significant infrastructure works planned for the immediate area, both as part of nearby development proposals, as well as larger transit projects. 
	1.4  |  Site History 
	Built in the post-war era, the Don Mills and Eglinton area was developed as the employment sector of two early planned suburban communities of the 1950s: Don Mills to the north and Flemingdon Park to the south. Designed to be accessed primarily by private automobile, the development of the area coincided with major transportation infrastructure investments by Metropolitan Toronto, which led to the extension of Eglinton Avenue and the development of the Don Valley Parkway. The unique design of these new mode
	Just as the development of arterial roads and highway infrastructure for automobiles defined the first wave of development within the area, the recent investment in public transit along Eglinton Avenue in the form of the Eglinton Crosstown LRT and Ontario Line will serve to transition the area to become more pedestrian-oriented in scale. 
	1.5 | Nearby Developments Underway 
	The recent investments in public transit along Eglinton Avenue in the form of the Eglinton Crosstown LRT as well as the future Ontario Line along Don Mills Road are catalysts that will transform the neighbourhood into a more dense, transit-oriented hub. Two major new transit stations, the Ontario Science Centre Station and the Ontario Line station will serve to transition the immediate area to become more pedestrian-oriented in scale. Among the new developments in the area, the Crosstown-Wynford Green commu
	1 -
	1 -
	1 -
	Crosstown-Wynford Green Community 

	2 - 
	2 - 
	Sonic Condominiums (recently completed) 

	3
	3
	 - Eglinton LRT Ontario Science Centre Station 

	4
	4
	 - Proposed Ontario Line Science Centre Station


	SOURCE:
	 METROLINXENGAGE.COM 

	1.6 | Site Attributes + Constraints 
	The sites are naturally endowed with positive attributes that should be celebrated and enhanced with new development. There are equally significant considerations to creating a normalized urban realm that require tactful consideration. 
	The new Ontario Line transit expansion will offer significant mobility benefits to supplement what is becoming a major transit node.  Conversely the elevated guideway presents unique urban design and environmental conditions, such as acoustic and vibration control measures, life-safety considerations, and phasing and continuity of public realm. 
	The Eglinton Crosstown LRT is bringing new transit to the area and a redesigned grand Avenue along with it. As one of the widest rights-of-way in the City, managing scale and creating a positive urban realm must be carefully considered 
	The Low-Rise Neighbourhood to the east contributes to a healthy mix of housing types in the area, while its built form type requires a thoughtful response to transition. 
	2 | Vision + Design Principles 
	2.1 | Project Vision 
	The development of these lands will create a distinct, complete and resilient community with buildings, public streets and open spaces of high design quality. It will leverage its location to accommodate housing, community facilities, and nonresidential uses, with strong connections to transit and the wider community. 
	-

	New built environment and open spaces will address major transit infrastructure through coordination of design elements, landscape features and programming of public spaces with priority given to environmental quality, comfort and safety. 
	Development will create a strong sense of place built around meaningful outdoor spaces, and will fit well within the context of the Don River Valley System. The design of public realm will support year-round as well as comfort and safety through the provision of generous landscaping with shade trees, wide sidewalks, cycling facilities and pedestrian amenities. 
	Development and streetscape improvements will integrate stormwater capture, trees, and landscaping with a focus on providing trees with suitable soil volumes, permeable pavers and water features for stormwater management. 
	Design of high performance and resilient buildings, sustainable landscapes and emphasis on the use of transit, walking and cycling will advance opportunities for the creation of a low carbon community. 
	2.2 | Design Principles 
	Strong Sense of Place 
	Built form should structure an inner and outer public realm, each with their own character. 
	Contextual Fit 
	Podium heights should vary to frame their immediate context with meaningful proportions, and should have articulated grade interfaces suitable for their frontage. 
	Meaningful Outdoor Occasions 
	Open spaces should form positive micro-climates that can be actively programmed throughout the seasons, and are fronted by complimentary uses. 
	2.3 | Areas of Design Focus 
	Integrated Site Design 
	The proposal for the site constitutes a complete community of new streets, parks, landscape design, and built-form. Given the complexities surrounding multiple facets of these conditions, an integrated approach between street and park design, landscape solutions, and thoughtful built form must be emphasized to generate a healthy public realm. Some examples of conditions requiring attention are as follows: 
	•
	•
	•
	Streetscape interface with development frontage;

	•
	•
	Integration of landscape and street design in setbacks;
	•
	•
	•
	Opportunities for street trees throughout the site;

	•
	•
	Efficient on-street pick-up and drop-off locations;




	•
	•
	Coordinated public realm elements at street crossings;
	•
	•
	•
	Interface with Ontario Line to ensure a continuouspublic realm. 





	Contextual Grading Approach 
	The site gently tapers towards the south, presenting an impactful grade transition to the south of the site where recent developments have developed a connected pedestrian pathway. To mitigate the height impact of retaining walls where required and ensure accessibility from the site’s new mid-block to the existing paths, coordinated grading solutions must be prioritized. These solutions should be exemplified in some of the following conditions: 
	•
	•
	•
	Mid-block path access to existing path south of site;
	•
	•
	•
	Edge of Street C along park and Church site;




	•
	•
	Grade differential along Street C to adjacent south site;
	•
	•
	•
	Sloping grade frontages along Don Mills;




	•
	•
	Varying floor elevations at north and south of site.


	Wind Mitigation 
	The site today is surrounded by vast, unbuilt conditions that flank the area along the west towards the ravine, which results in large sweeping winds whose effects would be exacerbated with the introduction of new towers. This challenge must be specifically addressed through mitigating built-form measures and specific strategies addressed in the wind study. Strategies on wind mitigation are proposed later in this document, however some key examples are as follows: 
	•
	•
	•
	Wind forces between blocks at their mid-block path;

	•
	•
	Consideration of wind forces at rooftop amenity levels;
	•
	•
	•
	Key entry points of Block 1 at the South West corner.





	3 | The Proposal 
	3.1 | Massing + Built-Form Approach 
	Open Space Framework 
	(a)
	(a)
	(a)
	A linear shape building footprint that forms a forecourttowards the south.

	(b)
	(b)
	An opening at the center reveals a mid-block connection.

	(c)
	(c)
	Open spaces are staggered across the site, from the mosturban condition plaza at the west to a park at the east.

	(d)
	(d)
	Long podium faces define street walls, and short endsframe the publicly-accessible space below the guidewayand park.


	Podium Form 
	(a)
	(a)
	(a)
	The long Eglinton frontage should be broken into twoparts to manage scale.

	(b)
	(b)
	The south-facing podium should be no more than 2storeys in height to establish a lower-scale residentialpresence and optimize sun exposure to open spaces.

	(c)
	(c)
	4 and 6 Storey massing should be provided along Eglintonto emphasize a strong street-wall condition.


	Tower Placement 
	(a)
	(a)
	(a)
	Towers are staggered and heights culminate at the majorintersection.

	(b)
	(b)
	The tower closest to Don Mills is skewed to align with thestreet.

	(c)
	(c)
	Towers straddle varied podium heights and generally donot land at grade uninterrupted.

	(d)
	(d)
	Tower 2 should not exceed 750sm, while Tower 1 can beconfigured with a maximum floor plate of 870sm if theincrease is mitigated by variation in building articulationand design.


	View |  Axonometric From North East of 770 and 805 Don Mills
	View |  Aerial From East (park shown for illustrative purposes only) 
	3.1.1 | Podium Articulation 
	View |  Looking West along Street C 
	Colonnades + Canopies 
	Colonnades along covered canopies should be provided towards the south of the site along Street C at key entry points to the residential lobbies and daycare. These will create shelter from elements and provide transitory interior-exterior conditions. 
	View |  Looking West along Eglinton Ave E 
	Podium Heights 
	The base building forms are composed of varying heights between 2 and 6 stories, to provide a diverse and articulated built-form that manages the scale of the site. The heights should be lowest at the east and south and build in height intermittently to the west. 
	View |  Aerial looking South-West 
	Bufering Mass 
	Along the site edge where the future condition of the Ontario Line elevated guideway presents a challenging interface, the podium building should read and perform as an element that buffers the block from noise and vibration and create a prominent building face. 
	3.1.2 | Built Form Heights 
	3.1.3 | Tall Building Forms 
	SOUTH ELEVATION 
	EAST ELEVATION 
	3.1.4 | Tall Building Principles 
	1| 
	1| 
	1| 
	In general, towers should be designed in conformance with the City of Toronto Tall Building Design Guidelines, which detail and address specific objectives of this development such as step-backs of the tower from the base podium, tower separation distances, and shadow mitigation among other recommendations. 

	2| 
	2| 
	Consideration should be given to the shape, location, and orientation of the building mass as it relates to wind effects as detailed in the associated Wind Study. Buildings should be massed and located to limit wind impact on public realm. Wind conditions should be suitable for walking or sitting with higher standards applied to areas at building entrances, to usable outdoor spaces and main pedestrian pathways. 

	3| 
	3| 
	Opportunities for articulation to reduce the visual mass of the tower, such as reveals in the building face or alternating balcony locations, should be thoughtfully considered. 

	4| 
	4| 
	Where towers cannot terminate at a base building, consideration should be given to address wind concerns in these areas, thoughtfully animate the building face, and consider mitigating energy efficient design features. 

	5| 
	5| 
	Balconies should not occur over Daycare yard spaces, be they at grade or at roof level. Where balconies do not conflict with these locations, they should be limited to 1/3 the length of a tower building face. 

	6| 
	6| 
	Balconies should only wrap the South-West corner of a tower for mitigation of sun exposure. Balconies should step back from the building face at all other corners to control overall shadow impact 


	3.2 | Open Space Framework 
	1| 
	1| 
	1| 
	Create a Mid-Block Path linking Eglinton Avenue E with the new ROW at the south, allowing for a pedestrian route that links to an existing mid-block path further south. The Mid-Block Path shall also serve as a service and vehicle access lane that consolidates access doors along the east and west building faces. The shade impact of this space should be carefully addressed. 

	2| 
	2| 
	The public park component is located directly east adjacent to the low-rise neighbourhood, echoing the lower density and neighbourhood scale with an open park condition filled with trees and street furniture. The final park design, envisioned as a site gateway, will be undertaken by City of Toronto. 

	3| 
	3| 
	A publicly-accessible space (PAS) fronting the elevated guideway lands opens the door to positive urban integration of the two realms and affords an off-street pedestrian route. The shade impact and below-grade storm sewer within this area should be carefully addressed in the design and program. 

	4| 
	4| 
	The forecourt zone along the south of the site is framed by a lower 2 storey podium height and contains a mix of hard and softscaping that reflect a more neighbourhood scale. A community porch at the southwest provides access to the community use sheltered from westerly winds and open to southern sun. 

	5| 
	5| 
	The daycare yard should face the park and be protected with a landscaped buffer, allowing for a calm and more private environment for children. 

	6| 
	6| 
	Attention should be paid to the Secondary Plan policies for the zones along Eglinton Ave E and Don Mills Rd, which include detailed guidance on these pedestrian links such as conceptual boulevard elements, types of street trees, and the required 5m clearway along Eglinton Avenue E. 


	3.3 | Active Public Realm 
	1| 
	1| 
	1| 
	Animate Eglinton Ave E and Don Mills Rd with varied active program uses and maximize clear glazing at grade to ensure a dynamic and safe public realm. Attention should be paid to the Secondary Plan policies and the City of Toronto’s Retail Design Manual on design guidance for interactive facades and retail frontages where applicable. 

	2|
	2|
	 Residential entrances should be located off the forecourt area adjacent to the new Street C ROW, and denoted with covered canopies and colonnades that are clearly visible and easily accessible. Street C should be conceived as having a more residential, smaller scale with traffic-calming measures. 

	3| 
	3| 
	Provide generous walkways with trees and landscaping around the periphery of the site. 

	4| 
	4| 
	The Mid-Block Path should be provided with a consistent hardscape surface treatment that is shared with the service lane, and provide an efficient plan for separating the service access from pedestrian zones to ensure safety. Where possible, it shall be fronted with active program and glazing. 

	5| 
	5| 
	The streetscape along Eglinton Ave E ties the various qualities of the site with a consistent line of street trees, a continuous sidewalk, and an additional landscape buffer between the sidewalk and the curb. 

	6| 
	6| 
	The public open space along Don Mills should be designed as an active pedestrian plaza that shares the public space with the area below the Ontario Line delivered by Metrolinx. It should be animated by community programming and ample street-level glazing. 

	7| 
	7| 
	Blank walls, when unavoidable, should be articulated with pedestrian-scaled features that animate the public realm such as opportunities for architectural feature walls or integrated landscape elements. 


	View | Looking North from above Ontario Line 
	Ontario Line Plaza 
	A significant pedestrian zone at the west of the site facing Don Mills Road is shared with the public area below the Ontario Line elevated guideway which will be delivered by Metrolinx. The plaza should be envisioned as a welcoming public zone to the site, contain robust pedestrian amenities, and be complementary to design of the space provided by Metrolinx. 
	View |  Looking South towards Mid-Block 
	Active Street Program 
	Animate Eglinton Avenue East and Don Mills Road with varied active program uses and maximize clear glazing along exterior walls to ensure a dynamic public realm. Indents in the facade at ground level contribute to a varied streetscape and a scaled-down massing composition. 
	View |  Looking North towards Mid-Block 
	Mid-Block Path 
	The Mid-Block Path should be provided with a hardscape surface shared with the service lane to provide a more generous and active territory. An efficient plan for separating service access from pedestrian zones should be provided to ensure safety. Where possible, it should be fronted with active public program and clear glazing. The shade impact of this space should be carefully addressed in its design and program. 
	3.4 | Program 
	SOUTH-EAST | Axonometric 
	NORTH-WEST | Axonometric 
	3.5 | Site Edges 
	1 - Proposed Ontario Line Elevated Guideway 
	The elevated guideway of the future Ontario Line along Don Mills Road should be buffered through a more solid building mass on both the east and west sites. The building face should act as a welcoming face to the site while being carefully articulated to mitigate noise and vibration through thoughtful building envelope strategies. 
	2 - Eglinton Avenue East 
	The width of the redeveloped Eglinton Avenue arterial road should be responded to with a continuous podium condition that eases the scale transition from the street to the towers above. The base buildings should be broken into smaller massing to avoid an overly long building face, while active programming should be provided along the base. 
	3 - Low-Rise Neighbourhood 
	The low-rise neighbourhoods to the east should be complemented by a scaled down base building of 2 stories, while the public park offers a connective open space to mitigate the density shift. 
	4 -New Local Street 
	The newly proposed streetscape to the south will offer a finer grain, residential character to the public realm and be designed with traffic-calming measures. 
	3.6 | Service + Access 
	1| 
	1| 
	1| 
	The Mid-Block Path should serve as a combined service and vehicle access lane that consolidates access doors along the east and west building faces to avoid these doors fronting onto the main south building facade. 

	2| 
	2| 
	The service lane should be provided with a consistent hardscape surface treatment that is shared with the mid-block path. To ensure pedestrian safety, bollards and surface grading should also be considered to contribute to visibility between service activity and pedestrian activity. 

	3| 
	3| 
	Provide and integrate structured loading and parking vehicle access to the blocks within the building mass. The entrances to the underground parking and loading services should be recessed from the main facade and consider the use of canopies or overhangs above to reduce its visual impact to the adjacent public realm. 

	4| 
	4| 
	Ensure pedestrian safety through wide continuous sidewalks around the periphery of the site and consolidation of vehicular activity to the service lane. 

	5|
	5|
	 To alleviate a potential conflict between proposed daycare and resident vehicular traffic, a well landscaped drop-off and pick-up lay-by off of Street C should be accommodated. The public open space in front of the residential lobby and the entrance to the daycare should be designed with high quality pedestrian amenities such as decorative paving, lighting, benches, trees, soft landscaping, and a canopied frontage. 


	3.7 | Wind Mitigation 
	1| 
	1| 
	1| 
	Provide denser tree planting at the northern edges of the mid-block path and the public park to protect from down winds and horizontal winds. 

	2| 
	2| 
	Where wind mitigation is required, corners of the podium or tower massing should be considered as a rounded shape to mitigate downward wind forces, among other modifications to building massing to reduce wind impact on public realm. 

	3| 
	3| 
	Rooftop amenity spaces that are more prone to down winds should provide a periphery screen and/or pergola to control an environment meant for sitting and standing. 

	4| 
	4| 
	Preference should be given to locating outdoor amenity spaces in locations where wind mitigation is not required or can be reduced by amendments to massing. Where mitigation is unavoidable, rooftop amenity spaces on higher podium levels should be provided with canopies and other landscape built-form elements such as pergolas to help mitigate challenging wind conditions. 

	5| 
	5| 
	Consider covered porches or canopies at key entry locations where horizontal and down winds are more prominent. 

	6| 
	6| 
	In general, entrances at corners should be placed at least 5m away from the corner edge. 


	3.8 | Perspectives 
	View | From North-East across Eglinton Avenue E 
	View | (A) Mid-Block Path from North (B) Block 2 entry from South 
	View | From South-West, beneath Proposed Ontario Line Guideway 
	View | (A) Public Park looking West  (B) View from Don Mills Rd 
	4 | Landscape Approach 
	4.1 | Guiding Principles 
	The Don Mills Crossing Secondary Plan (OPA 404), establishes the overarching Vision, Guiding Principles and Structure Plan for the development of the area centered around the intersection of Don Mills Road and Eglinton Avenue East; this includes both the 770 and 805 Don Mills Road sites. 
	The Secondary Plan Vision describes the emergence of a distinct and complete community; one that celebrates natural heritage and builds on the area’s tradition of cultural and technological innovation.  It further describes a community that, in the fullness of time, will evolve to include a full range of mobility options integrated into a well-designed public realm that supports civic life, intensification, and opportunities to connect the new community with the places and people in the surrounding areas.  
	-

	Intrinsic to the Vision are a number of guiding principles that provide direction for the planning and design of the built environment. These, as they relate to the 770 and 805 Don Mills sites, include the following: 
	-

	•
	•
	•
	Ensuring a comfortable and positive pedestrian experience;

	•
	•
	Providing opportunities for people to both actively engage withand passively enjoy the ravine and its natural heritage;

	•
	•
	Creating new trail connections and views into the valley tointegrate the ravine with the community and provide for theprotection and enhancement of the natural areas;

	•
	•
	Using the natural systems to inform and integrate landscapetreatments in both the public realm and private developmentsites; and,

	•
	•
	Building resiliency by capturing and treating stormwater, in-creasing biodiversity, creating new habitat or being a sourcefor low-carbon energy.


	These guiding principles provide the foundation on which the conceptual landscape plans for 805 Don Mills Road have been developed.  On the next several pages, these  plans are described / illustrated. 
	4.2 | Landscape Zones 
	The conceptual landscape plan for 805 Don Mills Road builds on the Vision and intent of the Don Mills Crossing Secondary Plan and seeks to create a better neighbourhood - one that draws design inspiration from the surrounding natural environment and seamlessly marries building forms with landscaped spaces to create a connected, continuous and animated system of public, private and privately-owned public spaces. The landscape zones that make up the public realm include: 
	-

	1.
	1.
	1.
	New Street ‘C’

	2.
	2.
	Eglinton Avenue Street Zone

	3.
	3.
	Don Mills Road Street Zone

	4.
	4.
	Local Park

	5.
	5.
	Mid-Block Connection


	4.2.1 | New Street C 
	Street C is planned local street with an 18.5m right-of-way and sidewalks on both sides. 
	-

	Street C should be designed to have a consistent streetscape treatment, including lighting, paving and street furniture as well as high-branching deciduous canopy trees planted in the landscaped boulevard, where adequate space allows. Where opportunity for street tree planting is constrained due to the location of laybys, shade trees should be accommodated along the sidewalk in the building setback. 
	Planting / boulevard areas with soil volumes restricted by paving or other hardscaping should incorporate site specific strategies to create connected soil volumes, such as suspended pavement over non-compacted soil, structural soils and root paths. Suspended pavements can be supported by modular systems (“soil cells”), or custom details such as precast concrete pavement supported by concrete piers. Soil cells and other suspended soil systems should be reviewed and stamped by a professional engineer. 
	Although Street C is a relatively short street where traffic speeds will be limited, the adjacent existing and future uses (including community uses and childcare facility in addition to residential uses) will contribute to an activate pedestrian realm.  As such, traffic calming measures are encouraged, particularly at the mid-block connection extending across to the south side of Street C. 
	a-a Typical Urban Section - 2 Lanes with Pick-Up / Drop-Of
	b-b Typical Urban Section - 2 Lanes with Pick-Up / Drop-Of
	4.2.2 | Eglinton Avenue East 
	The Eglinton Avenue streetscape is planned to become a pedestrian-oriented environment that includes large canopy street trees, special pavements, site furniture, pedestrian lighting and plantings. 
	-

	The development of the 805 Don Mills Road site will provide a built form edge along this streetscape and opportunities for at-grade uses that contribute to the animation of the public realm.  
	The landscape concept proposes a coordinated  treatment from the proposed building face to the curb that includes paving and planting and other street furnishings such as seating and short-term bicycle parking. The overall streetscape design should be coherent with the streetscape on the north side of Eglinton Avenue East. 
	Seating / planting combined to create shaded seating areas 
	Curvilinear planter seat walls to shape space 
	4.2.3 | Don Mills Road 
	The planned elevated guideway for the Ontario Line runs along the Don Mills Road frontage of the 805 Don Mills Road development site.  The landscape treatment along this frontage will aim to enhance pedestrian flow as well as complement the community uses located within the ground floor of the proposed building.  Design will be coordinated with Metrolinx to ensure that appropriate access, circulation and setbacks area provided. 
	-
	-

	A few key elements to consider include: 
	•
	•
	•
	Coordinated pavement treatments across Metrolinx and the 805 DonMills Road site.

	•
	•
	Planted areas / planters designed to enhance circulation while also‘softening’ the edge of the guideway.

	•
	•
	The organization and design of landscape elements should enhancecomfort and safety for pedestrians by ensuring unobstructed views ofpublic spaces, in particular, where dense planting or hard landscapeelements are needed to reduce wind impacts.

	•
	•
	Opportunities for green infrastructure integrated as part of the land-scape.

	•
	•
	Canopy trees and plantings, where space permits and subject to Metro-linx guidelines for landscaping adjacent to the Ontario Line.

	•
	•
	Consistent / coordinated family of street furnishings.

	•
	•
	Seating, short-term bicycle parking and Bike Share facilities.

	•
	•
	Minimal maintenance requirements for hard and soft landscaping.

	•
	•
	Streetscaping in this area shall consider the 9m storm sewer easementand needs to be coordinated with Toronto Water and Engineering Con-struction Services.


	Paving designs to delineate space 
	Canopy trees that meander through the space 
	Curvilinear planter seat walls to shape space 
	4.2.4 | Local Park 
	As identified in the Secondary Plan, a future local park is to be located at the easternmost portion of the site, adjacent to the future childcare facility and surrounded on three sides by public streets (Eglinton Avenue East, re-aligned Ferrand Drive, new Street C). In addition to the potential for public art, the park should be designed with consideration for the following: 
	-

	•
	•
	•
	A central open green space to accommodate opportunities forrecreation.

	•
	•
	Walkway connections to the surrounding sidewalks.

	•
	•
	Planted areas to partially screen the childcare space.


	*Final design and programming of the park will be by Parks, Forestryand Recreation.
	Special paving that extends to adjacent areas and animates the space
	Curvilinear planting areas to define space / walkways 
	4.2.5 | Mid-Block Path - Publicly Accessible Open Space 
	As identified in the Secondary Plan, these connections shall be publicly accessible open spaces that serve as pedestrian walkways through development blocks. A north-south mid-block connection is proposed to facilitate pedestrian linkage from Eglinton Avenue East at the north, to Sonic Way at the south. 
	-

	Design of the connection shall consider: 
	•
	•
	•
	Seamless / continuous enhanced pavement across pedestrianand vehicular routes.

	•
	•
	Landscaped spaces for seating / gathering.

	•
	•
	Raised planting areas to define space, enhance circulationroutes and provide screening of loading areas.

	•
	•
	Signage, lighting and landscape elements that enhance pedes-trian safety.

	•
	•
	Sight lines and visibility for both vehicles and pedestrians.


	Shaded seating areas and low plantings that define circulation 
	Seamless / continuous pavement and seating areas 
	4.3 | Planting + Soil Strategy 
	The development of the site presents an opportunity to implement the City’s Strategic Forest Management Plan by expanding the urban canopy cover and to promote a greener community whose public realm is defined by its natural character. This approach should be considered in the detailed design and implementation of the streets, parks and other open spaces throughout the site and be based on an ecological, context responsive approach to planting species that considers: 
	•
	•
	•
	Species diversity and resilience;

	•
	•
	Canopy form and cover;

	•
	•
	Pollution, salt and drought tolerance;


	A sample of the tree species that may be appropriate for this site are included here, however, for a full list of recommended species, refer to the City of Toronto Tree Guide. 
	SMALL TREES / LARGE SHRUBS 
	Eastern Redbud 
	Grey Dogwood 
	Witchazel 
	American Hornbeam 
	LARGE CANOPY TREES 
	DED American Elm 
	Kentucky Cofee Tree 
	Northern Catalpa 
	Red Maple 
	Red Oak 
	An important factor in ensuring the long-term success on any new trees,  the City’s minimum standards for soil volumes shall be achieved. 
	The Conceptual Soil Volume Plan included in the Appendix identifies suggested areas of planting within the site and the proposed new streets.  In addition, the potential soil volumes for these areas have been estimated using the City’s Toronto Green Standards Version 3.0, Template for calculating and identifying the Soil Volumes for Tree Planting, including projected volumes for each area and for the development as a whole. 
	-
	-

	In subsequent stages of detailed design and approvals, the following should be considered: 
	-

	•
	•
	•
	Planting areas above any below ground structures will be con-tained within raised planters that are no higher than 500mmfrom finished grade, in order to accommodate opportunitiesfor seating.

	•
	•
	Plant smaller form trees in raised planter areas.

	•
	•
	All new streets should be planted with large canopy trees.Planting areas with soil volumes restricted by paving or otherhardscaping should incorporate site specific strategies tocreate connected soil volumes, such as suspended pavementover non-compacted soil, structural soils and root paths. Sus-pended pavements can be supported by modular systems(“soil cells”), or custom details such as precast concrete pave-ment supported by concrete piers. Soil cells and other sus-pended soil systems should be reviewed a

	•
	•
	Typically, consolidated planting areas are preferred as theyprovide more resources to trees than individual tree pits.


	4.3.1 | Conceptual Soil Volume Plan 
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